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The shy hippo makes a big impact in this Sandra Boynton classic. Serious stupidity for all ages. Artist Sandra Boynton is back and better than ever with a fully redrawn version of her multi-million dollar book sales board. These quirky and hilarious books, featuring unconventional texts and its famous
animal characters, have been printed on thick board pages, and are sure to educate and entertain children of all ages. ISBN-13: 9780671449049 Publisher: Little Simon Publish Date: 11/30/1982 Series: Boynton aboard the series Pages: 14 Sales rating: 785 Product sizes: 5.70 (w) x 5.70 (h) x 0.50 (d)
Lexil: AD390L (what is it?) Age range: 3 months to 2 years A classic tale of a shy man, feel uncomfortable and on the edge of the social circle. This book, however, tells the tale in a fascinating manner. We are called upon to empathize with the heroine of this story, as she watches the cool children around
her, participating in various activities. As is often the case with very shy people, it is not immediately obvious that she wants to join, so it is understandable that perhaps others initially took her lack of involvement as disinterest. Thankfull Classic tale of a shy man feeling uncomfortable and on edge from the
social circle. This book, however, tells the tale in a fascinating manner. We are called upon to empathize with the heroine of this story, as she watches the cool children around her, participating in various activities. As is often the case with very shy people, it is not immediately obvious that she wants to
join, so it is understandable that perhaps others initially took her lack of involvement as disinterest. Fortunately, others collectively figure out what is really going on and they are trying to fix the situation. My parents gave a copy of this book to my daughter who was but a toddler at the time. Although I have
long been familiar with Ms. Boynton's illustrations, this was the first book I had read, and thus a reference to which everyone else compares. Her other books are really wonderful in themselves, but I think it will always be my favorite. I'm pretty sure I memorized it during the week as she and her brother
asked me to read it again... It was almost twenty years ago, but I can still read it by heart, and with a dramatic flair. (As is most appropriate) Ms. Boynton, being a particularly astute writer, did not attribute any restrictive gender roles to any of her characters in this wonderful book. The hippo was just calling
her into our house because my daughter announced it- I suspect because the character was so well portrayed that she could relate to her on a personal level. ... More but not the hippopotamus pdf. but not the hippopotamus read aloud. but not the hippopotamus summary. but not the hippopotamus
reading level. but not the hippopotamus words. but not the hippopotamus song. but not the hippopotamus last line. but not the hippopotamus activities
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